
MEASUREMENTS
95 x 29,5 x 77 cm. | 120 l.
37,1 x 11,5 x 30 in. | 31,7 gal.
28 kg.

124,8 x 29,5 x 77 cm. | 160 l.
48,7 x 11,5 x 30 in. | 42,2 gal.
35 kg.

DESIGNERS
Estudi Ribaudí

WEB
madedesign.es/ZELL

ZELL
by Estudi Ribaudí

ZEL/03 & ZEL/05 - RECYCLING CONTAINER

DESCRIPTION
Since we need to recycle, let’s do it with style. Everything you want in 
a recycling container: robustness, style, a modular design and different 
iterations. Made of white painted iron, for 3 to 5 types of waste. A 
perfect and unique recyling container.

CHARACTERISTICS
Folded sheet metal components  to avoid abrasion and stiffness. The 
bin has a baseboard with a return to add a castor for easier use. The 
cover is fixed on to a central axis for its articulation allowing it to open 
fully, which facilitates maintenance as well as breakage prevention. 
Design with minimalist lines, elegant, can be used in halls, receptions 
and offices. We can adapt the bin when more componenets are 
required 3/4/5 compartments to accommodate up to 5 types of waste.

FINISHES
Lacquered iron. The coating ensures excellent protection against 
external agents or severe atmospheric conditions. RAL colour codes 
available.

COLOURS
Body RAL colour codes (more options upon request):
WHITE - 9003

Lid RAL color codes (more options upon request):
WHITE - 9003   STAINLESS STEEL - /IN

FIRE RESISTANCE
M0 - Structure of the main body and the lid

ENVIRONMENT
The materials used are easily removable for possible recycling and 
already incorporate a high percentage of recycled materials. This 
product is intended for a long useful life.

PACKAGING
In double sided carton and  bag giving dual-channel protection 
Product can be palletized.

WARRANTY
2 year warranty, except in cases of incorrect use or bad manipulation.
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